


























-If  any keywords are specified on READ, only those matrix materials specltied
will be.  expected.

*The  matrix materials you read must permit regression statisttcs  to be calculat-
ed.

.You must read either a correlation or covariance matrix.
*When  you specify’HEAD  on REGRESSION. you must first specify a DATA
LIST command that points to the file containing the matrix materials and
names the variables that will be read (see DATA LIST: Matrix Materials).

* All matrix materials read must be in a single input file.
*The  order in which variables are named on the VARIABLES subcommand

must be the order of the variables in each vector or matrix that is read.
*If  a correlation matrix is the only matrix material to be read. an N command

must be included to specify the number of cases.  Only standardized coefficients
will be available.

*If more than one kind of matrix material is present. the matrix materials must
be arranged in the input file rn the follouinp  order: the  vector of means. the
vector of standard deviations, the vector  of variance\.  the correlation or
covariance matrix, and the n’s of cases.

*The  specification on t!e MISSING and ORIGIN or NOORIGIU suhc~mm:md+
should agree with the options in effect when  the matrix was  urtttrn.

*The  descriptive statistics available with the DESCRIPTI\‘ES  suhc~mmumd
depend on which matrix materials are read.

*The  RESIDUALS, CASEWISE. SCATTERPLOT, and PARTIALPLOT
subcommands are noi  evailable  when matrix materials are read.

*The  (COLLECT) keyword in the VARIABLES subcommand is not allo\vcd  if
the READ subcommand ts used.

DEFAULTS MEAN. STDDEV, CORR. and N. If you specify READ without
specifications. the input file must contain these materials in this
order. Matrix materials written by REGRESSION are in this
default format.

M E A N The  nmrrix  is preceded by o vecror  o,f  means.
STDDEV The mofrix  is preceded by u vecror  ofsrandard  de~iarions.
VARIANCE The nmrru  is preceded by a vector of vorimces.
CORR Correlarion  ntarrix. Alternative to keyword COV.
cov Covariance  murix. Alternative to keyword CORR. A covariance

matrix IS  not allowed if paitwise  deletion of missing values is
specified.

N The number ofcases used to  compure  correlarion  coeficients  follows
rltc matrix. If the  MISSING subcommand specifies MEANSUBSTI-
TIJTION  or PAIRWISE, a symmetric matrix of n’s is expected. If
the MISSlNG subcommand specifies LISTWlSE  or INCLUDE, all
coefficients are based on the same number of cases and a single
number is expected. If a single number of cases is expected, it will
be read from the first IO columns of the last record of the matrix file
if the keyword N is specified on the READ subcommand. If the
keyword N is not specified. the n specified on the N command is
used. If an n  is read from the matrix file and an n  is specified on the
N command. the n read from the matrix tile is used.

Example DATA LIST FIXED MATRIX FILE='GSSElZ.MAT'
/ACE INCOME ANOMIE1 TO ANOMIE7  SUICIDE.

REGRESSION READ
/VARIABLES=ACE  INCOME ANOMIE1 TO ANOMIE7 SUICIDE
IDEPENDENT=SUICIDE/blETHOD=ENTER  ANOMIE1 TO ANOHIFT.

:  The DATA LIST command specifies that the matrix input should be read from
the file GSSSZ.MAT  and names the variable in the file. The names of the
variables on the DATA LIST command will  be entered in the dictionary of the
active file.
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